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Lab 2 Mission

After testing your fully-compensated Quanser, proceed to test the Quanser’s performance under the “Mission
Trajectory,” which is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Mission Trajectory and Physical Boundaries of Trajectory.

Setting Up the Commands

1. To implement the mission trajectory, a series of ramp inputs have been setup for you in the command time.m

M-file.

2. The default mission is set up in command time.m. If you successfully completed the default mission,
you may wish to alter the trajectory leg times to shorter durations. Read the code comments to see
how to alter the command inputs.

3. The commands are setup as ramp inputs. The slope of the ramps are determined by the change in
position/time given to reach destination.

4. Execute this file in the MATLAB workspace. Make sure that command time.m is in your working
directory.

5. Connect the outputs of the Command Block in the Lab 2 Simulink file to the corresponding feedback
junctions.

6. Build the Simulink model. Again, if you forget to run command time.m, Simulink will give an error
when the Simulink model is being built. Also, you do not have to rebuild if you decide to alter
command time.m, but remember to re-execute the file.
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Collecting Data

1. There are 3 graphs to plot: pitch vs. time, travel vs. time and pitch vs. travel.

2. Before you start the system, set up 2 scopes and an XY graph to capture the data.

3. In the WinCon Server window choose Plot → New → Scope. As in Lab 1, select pitch deg. In the
scope plot, choose a fixed axis and give appropriate limits. In the Update menu, choose Buffer and set
it to 150 seconds. Then choose Freeze Plot. Repeat for the travel deg. This will be the data used to
determine your score.

4. In the WinCon Server window choose Plot → New → XY Graph. Select travel deg and click on X>>.
Select pitch deg and click on Y>>. Unclick Auto-Range, and enter the following limits: X [-10, 450],
Y [-30, 30]. In the scope plot Update menu, choose Buffer and set it to an appropriate time. Then
choose Freeze Plot. This plot helps you visualize the Quanser in space.

5. The Quanser will stop when it reads the final command sequence. Save the pitch and travel scope data
to the MATLAB workspace.

Evaluating the Data

1. To see if your trajectory crossed any major boundaries, run bounds.m. This will plot the physical
boundaries illustrated in Figure 1 against your trajectory in pitch vs. travel.

2. Another method of evaluating your data is to run score.m. If you missed a lot of boundaries, it will
be obvious in the bounds.m plot, but you can get text debugging messages from score.m. There are 4
inputs into the score.m MATLAB function: pitch trajectory, travel trajectory, mission pitch waypoints,
and debug option. Run score(lab2 pitch deg,lab2 travel deg,pitch des,0) to compute your
score without debugging messages. Run score(lab2 pitch deg,lab2 travel deg,pitch des,1) to
compute your score with debugging messages.Warning: If you crossed a boundary, it will print at least
a 1000 lines of text. Press Ctrl-X to stop MATLAB from executing the code if this happens.

Contest Rules and Scoring Algorithm

1. The winner is the one with the highest score. (Dr. Paduano: Is there a prize, other than the glory of
conquering the Quanser?)

2. The score is subject to change if there is a programming error found in the scoring code. The contest
score is the score computed by the latest version of the scoring code. The “algorithm” is not subject
to change.

3. For each leg, the time elapsed is recorded and scored. The leg score is calculated by (the scores are
per millisecond):

• If a critical area (grayed areas) is entered, 4 milliseconds is deducted. If the 360 deg travel is
passed, 6 milliseconds is deducted.

• If the trajectory is within the critical boundaries (white area), 1 millisecond is added.

• If there is 10% tracking for constant trajectories (ie leg 4 and 6 in pitch), a 2 millisecond bonus
is added.

• The score for each leg is then scaled up or down according to an “average trajectory time.” The
score will be scaled by the square of theratio of average time to actual elapsed time. Therefore,
if the trajectory is about half the average time, then the score is doubled.

• Given this information, you may strategize accordingly whether you should gain points by im-
proving overall time or accuracy.
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